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AutoArchiveTM
AutoArchive is an archival tool for Kronos webTA 4.x that will
offload old data from your production database into a new, read-
only archive database. Decreasing the amount of data in your
production database results in faster queries and a better user
experience.

Synchronization	
AutoArchive will sync your production data into the archive
database on a daily basis. The archive database will contain a
complete history of all your webTA data and AutoArchive will
maintain it foras long as you specify.
Read-Only	Archive	Database	
The archive database is automatically configured to disallow
modification of your webTA data. This ensures that your archived
data is always clean and accurately reflects history. This read-only
feature can be custom tailored to your specifications to only allow
certain modifications (such as changing passwords or storing
reports).
Deletion/Purging	
AutoArchive will maintain any amount of data in your production
database based on the number of pay periods you specify (e.g. 2
years). Data older than that number of pay periods will be
regularly deleted from the production database (after it has been
offloaded to the archive database).
AutoArchive will maintain any amount of data in your archive
database based on the number of pay periods you specify (e.g. 6
years). Data older than that number of pay periods will be
regularly deleted from the archive database which will result in
permanentpurgingof thatdata.
Optionally, the archive database can be skipped and AutoArchive
will simply delete old data fromyourproductiondatabase.

• Offloads	data	from	
your	production	webTA	
4.x	database	to	
improve	performance

• Creates/Maintains	an	
archive	database	
containing	all	historical	
data

• Continuous	
synchronization	of	
production	data	to	the	
archive	database

• Fully	automated

• DBA-friendly	interface
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Review	Before	Purge
AutoArchive can be directed to report on
the records it will delete before it deletes
them. The list of deletions AutoArchive will
perform can be manually reviewed the first
few times and then the purge functionality
can be scheduled to run in an automated
fashion.

Fully	Automated
AutoArchive is designed to run in a fully
automated fashion. Your DBAs do not need
to run scripts or follow complicated steps.
Setup/configuration takes less than a day
and then it will run continuously in the
background.

Convenient Archive Database 
Creation
One-step process to automatically backup
your production database, create a new
archive database, and import your
productiondata into it.

Fault	Tolerant
Even if an error occurs (such as running out
of storage space on the database server)
then, once the problem is corrected,
AutoArchive can restart after the last action
it fully/successfully completed.

No	Downtime
AutoArchive does not require you to
suspend webTA activities while it is
operating nor does it require you to restart
any databases. Ideally, AutoArchive will be
scheduled to run at a time when there is
little user activity (e.g. midnight), but even
if webTA is being used at that time, the
AutoArchivetaskswill complete correctly.

Reporting	Instance
Stand up a webTA application server that
points to the read-only archive database
and instantly offload all of your reports to a
dedicated instance. All reporting activities
can be fully isolated from all production
application/database servers which will
further reduce resource contention and
result in an even better user experience.

Comprehensive Support
Each webTA 4.x customer has unique facets
to their database which require special
accommodations for every AutoArchive
deployment. Your maintenance agreement
includes testing and updates for every new
release of webTA which may contain any
number of database changes. This ensures
that as your webTA product/ database
evolves, so will AutoArchive.
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